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Research Questions:  
-How does the entrenchment ratio of prairie streams in South Dakota affect the distribution of 
surrounding plant communities? 
-How does the usefulness of the entrenchment ratio compare to the bank height ratio? 
-How does the bank height ratio of prairie streams in South Dakota affect the distribution of 
surrounding plant communities? 
 
Background: 

Streambanks become entrenched primarily because of moving water eroding the sides of 
the stream, causing the gradual collapse and steepening of each bank. Many things can affect the 
amount of erosion that occurs on these banks, therefore affecting the overall level of 
entrenchment of that particular stream system. Studies have shown that the presence of woody 
plants such as trees and shrubs can help prevent the erosion of streambanks, resulting in a stream 
with a higher entrenchment ratio (Dijk, 2013). This occurs because of the deep reaching root 
systems of woody plants. The roots help hold the streambank substrate together, making it 
resistant to erosion (“Soil Erosion”, 1999). This concept contributes to the idea that streambanks 
with a high entrenchment ratio would likely see a higher amount of woody plants. In addition to 
plant roots, things such as substrate material and size, gradient of streambed, and water velocity 
can affect the amount of erosion that occurs on the streambanks, therefore affecting the level of 
entrenchment (Earle).  

Just as the streambank plants can affect the stream, the stream has an effect on its 
surrounding plant communities. Things like level of water flow, water chemistry, and the 
organisms living within the stream can affect the plants that grow alongside the stream. This 
concept contributes to the idea that different stream sites should reveal different plant 
distributions due to the varying components of each stream (“River Ecosystems”, 2007).  
 
Objectives:  
-Collect data on the flood prone width and bankfull width at each site in order to calculate the 
entrenchment ratio of the stream.  
-Conduct a vegetation survey at each site, recording the percent cover of trees, shrubs, forbs and 
grasses, and bare ground.  
-Identify and record any plant species that have a percent cover over 5% for each vegetation 
survey.  
-Collect data on the lowest bank height and maximum bankfull depth at each site in order to 
calculate the bank height ratio of the stream. 
 
 
 
 



 

 Methods:  
The flood prone width of each stream must be measured. In order to take this 

measurement a tape measure can be stretched across the stream from bank to bank. On each side 
of the stream there should be a somewhat distinguishable line where the stream water would 
expand to in the instance of a flood. This line is not always easy to find and often has to be left to 
the research team’s best judgement. The distance from this line on one bank to the line on the 
other bank, perpendicular to the flow of the river, is the flood prone width (“Fundamentals of 
Rosgen…”). Alternatively, the flood prone width can be found by measuring the maximum 
stream depth. Then, measure up from the streambed to twice the current depth of the stream. The 
tape measure can then be held at this height and stretched to each bank until it meets land.  

 
The bankfull width of each stream must be 

measured in order to complete the entrenchment ratio 
calculations. In order to take this measurement a tape 
measure can be stretched across the stream from bank to 
bank. Each end of the tape should be placed where the 
bank of the stream is. This bank is typically more 
obvious that the flood banks, and is often just higher than 
the current level of the stream (on a normal flow day). 
The bankfull width is the distance between the banks on 
either side of the stream, perpendicular to the flow of the 
water (Rosgen).  

The entrenchment ratio of the stream can then be 
calculated by dividing the flood prone width by the 
bankfull width. In general terms, a low entrenchment 
ratio means the stream has steep banks, and a high 
entrenchment ratio means the stream has gently sloped 
banks.  

A vegetation survey must be completed for each 
stream site. In order to compete a vegetation survey a 
tape measure must be stretched 100 yards, starting 10 
yards away from the stream bank on both sides of the 
stream. Someone must then walk these 100 yards, 
recording the name and category (tree, shrub, forb, or 
grass) of each plant that is visible within 10 yards to 
either side of the tape measure. Carrying a field guide for 
local flora identification is important to help name any 
plants that cannot be immediately recognized. The 
percent cover of each recorded plant must also be 



 

estimated and  recorded. The percent cover is simply 
the percentage of the area that the specific plant 
covers if the 100 yard stretch were to be analyzed 
from above. If a plant only occurred once or twice 
during the survey the percent cover can be recorded 
as <1% to indicate that it is present, but not in large 
numbers. Bare ground percent cover must also be 
recorded during this survey. At the end of the survey 
the percent cover of each plant and bare ground 
should add up to 100%.  
 

The lowest bank height measurement must 
be taken at each stream site. In order to find the 
lowest bank height, measure vertically from the 
deepest point of the streambed up to the bank level 
on the lower stream bank (if the banks are of 
different height). The maximum bankfull depth is 
found by measuring the vertical distance from the 
surface of the water to the deepest point of the 
streambed (Southerland). The bank height ratio can 
then be calculated by dividing the lowest bank 
height by the maximum bankfull depth.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

Results: 
Table 1: Percent cover of different plant categories surrounding streams of differing 
entrenchment  and bank height ratios 
 

 
 
 
 



 

Table 2: Entrenchment ratios versus bank height ratios 

 



 

Entrenchment and bank height ratio values can not be plotted on the same graph because they 
have different metrics. 
Figure 1: 

 
Standard deviation of entrenchment ratio: 2.393. The entrenchment ratios averaged at 3.27 and 
ranged from .38 to 13.8 (range = 13.42) 
Figure 2: 

 
Standard deviation of bank height ratio: 0.978. The bank height ratios averaged at 2.38 and 
ranged from .65 to 5.68 (range = 5.03). The standard deviation and range of the bank height 
ratios were significantly smaller than those of the entrenchment ratios. 
 



 

Figure 3: 
 

 
 
%Cover tree:  y= .8434x + 2.4949 R^2= .0587 
%Cover shrub:  y= .9332x + 10.348 R^2 = .0693 
%Cover grass/forb: y= -1.4595x + 73.305 R^2 = .0511 
%Cover bare ground: y= -.5126x + 14.646 R^2 = .0184 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

Figure 4: 
 

 
 
%Cover tree: y = -.4113x + 6.2345 R^2= .0023 
%Cover shrub: y = 1.3049x + 10.299 R^2 = .0226 
%Cover grass/forb: y = -2.2934x + 73.981 R^2 = .0211  
%Cover bare ground: y = 1.2931x + 9.8923 R^2 = .0196 
 
 
 
Some trends can be seen in figures 3 and 4. The percent cover for grasses and forbs is overall 
much higher than the rest of the percent covers. Trees, shrubs, and bare ground fall mostly within 
10-20% of each other, while grasses and forbs typically fall about 40-50% higher than the next 
highest value. The formulas gained through excel analysis show low R^2  values, meaning there 
is little evidence of a trend, however, with more data stretched over a wider range of ratios it is 
possible that this value would increase. 
 
 
 
 



 

Analysis:  
Standard deviation of entrenchment ratio: 2.393 
Standard deviation of bank height ratio: 0.978 
Entrenchment ratio: Bank height ratio: 
%Cover tree:  R^2= .0587 %Cover tree: R^2= .0023 
%Cover shrub: R^2 = .0693 %Cover shrub:
R^2 = .0226 
%Cover grass/forb: R^2 = .0511 %Cover grass/forb: R^2 = .0211 
%Cover bare ground: R^2 = .0184 %Cover bare ground: R^2 = .0196 
 
 
Discussion:  

Standard deviation is a method of comparing the two ratios. As can be seen in analysis, 
the bank height ratio has a standard deviation that is less than half that of the entrenchment ratio. 
This means that the bank height ratio varied less stream to stream, making it a more reliable 
measurement of stream entrenchedness for this particular study.  

Though the bank height ratio was a more reliable measurement, the percent cover data 
that it produced had lower R values when analyzed linearly. Every category except for the 
percent cover of bare ground had a higher R^2 value when plotted against the entrenchment 
ratios.  

This being said, all eight R values are very low. The highest correlation had an R^2 value 
of .0693, meaning a 6.9% correlation. These numbers are simply too low to say that a significant 
relationship is occuring, even from an ecological study standpoint.  

The percent cover of individual plant types made sense for the most part. In the South 
Dakotan environment most of the plant life is made up of grasses, so one of the strongest trends 
of the data was the fact that grasses/forbs category was constantly making up the majority of the 
percent cover. The rest of the cover was then made up by the odd tree or shrub and bare ground 
where plant life did not exist. 

 
 
Conclusion: 

No significant relationship could be found behind the level of entrenchment of a stream 
and the percent cover of surrounding plant communities. This is likely due to the fact that this 
study was conducted in an uncontrolled outdoor environment as a part of a much larger project 
measuring many aspects of each stream. This means that our independent variable, stream 
entrenchedness, was one of many variables affecting our dependent variable, percent cover.  

To improve on this study a more controlled experiment could be conducted. This would 
require the elimination of other variables that affected the previous study. These variables 
include things such as water flow, water quality, grazing level, substrate, fauna, elevation, etc.  
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